
Saitama Traditional Performing Arts Festival 

 ～Spring in Hodosan～ 
 

Date and Time:  Sunday, January 19, 2014 from 1 p.m.（Doors open at 12:30 p.m.） 

Place:  Saitama Kaikan, Main Stage 

Performers:  Hodosan Shrine Kagura Troupe (Nagatoro Town), Kanasaki and Kunigami  

  Shishimai Dance Troupes (Minano Town)  
 

For this year’s Saitama Traditional Performing Arts Festival, there will be performances and 

explanations of shishimai and kagura from the Hodosan Mountain region located near Nagatoro 

Town, Saitama Prefecture. Shishimai and kagura exemplify aspects of traditional Japanese 

performing arts, and we hope that you will enjoy these performances which have been passed down 

for several generations.  

 

 Program                                 

Shishimai (Lion Dance)（Performed by the Kanasaki and Kunigami Shishimai Dance Troupes） 

Shishimai is a traditional dance where performers wear lion masks. These dances are said to ward 

off evil spirits and welcome peace and tranquility. 

 

「Marigakari」In this performance, lions gaze at beautiful flowers and mari (traditional Japanese folk 

art balls decorated with fabric and embroidery) and dance playfully. Two people with 

hanagasa (hats adorned with flowers) suspend mari from strings, and the lions hop 

around them.  

 

「Okagura」This majestic dance is performed as an initial offering to the gods to purify the stage and 

wish for peace and tranquility.  

 

Workshop（Presented by Mr. Tsuguo Tochihara, Chairman of the Saitama Folklore Society）  

 Mr. Tochihara will give an easy to understand explanation of shishimai, kagura, and other performing 

arts that have been passed down in the Hodosan Mountain region.  

 

Kagura（Performed by the Hodosan Shrine Kagura Troupe） 

Kagura is a Shinto ritual dance performed during festivals to greet the gods.  

 

「Daisanguu」This dance depicts the time when Izanagi-no-mikoto returns from the underworld and 

two gods of sea travel, Uwazutsuo-no-mikoto and Sokozutsuo-no-mikoto, are born 

during Izanagi-no-mikoto’s misogiharai (a Shinto purification ceremony). This elegant 

and graceful dance is performed without masks, and the performers wave fans to 

portray butterflies dancing.  

 

「Iwato-Biraki」Amaterasu-ōmikami (the Sun Goddess), grieving her younger brother 

Susanoo-no-mikoto’s violent acts, hides herself in a cave, and the world is covered in 

darkness. To bring light into the world again, the other gods attempt to draw Amaterasu 

out of the cave by following Yagokoroomoigane-no-mikoto’s plan. You can see the lively 

dances of six gods through this famous Japanese myth. 



 Photographs                               

Shishimai (Lion Dance) 

・Lion Masks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

・Instruments and Props 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Kagura 

・Gods who Appear in The Celestial Cave Opens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◆Small male Lion ◆Female Lion 

◆Shinobue 
 
A Japanese bamboo flute with 
six holes 

◆Taiko Drums 
 

The lions carry these drums at 
their waists. Male lions have 
black drums, whereas female 
lions have red drums. 

◆Sasara 
 
A bamboo instrument played 
by the person wearing the 
Hanagasa 

◆Hanagasa 
 
A type of hat decorated with 
peonies 

◆Yagokoroomoigane-no-mikoto 
 

God of Wisdom 

◆Amenokagoyama-no-mikoto 
 

God of Agricultural and Industrial Matters 

◆Amenokoyane-no-mikoto 
 

A God who governs Religious Festivals 

◆Amenofutotama-no-mikoto 
 

A God who governs Religious Festivals 

◆Amenouzume-no-mikoto 
 

God who invented the Arts 

◆Amenotajikarao-no-mikoto 
 

The strongest God in Heaven 

◆Large male Lion 


